
Timeline

The EIC Users Group 
Award Ceremony 2024

In recognition of outstanding contributions (both exp., th., as well as about 
instrumentation, computing or accelerator technologies) to the advance of the 
EIC project and physics case.



EICUG Award rules 

CV + 3 recommendation letters to be submitted to EICUG Steering Committee 
by Apr. 15 2024, by a single nominator (different from the candidate)

Three categories:

graduate students:  holding a Ph.D. for no more than six months from the  
                               submission deadline, excluding career interruptions

post-docs: max. of eight years of research experience following the Ph.D. on  
                 the submission deadline, excluding career interruptions

junior faculty or lab equivalent: max. of six years of research experience as  
                   faculty members on the submission deadline, excluding career  
                   interruptions; only work done as faculty member is evaluated

The Selection Committee is formed by the EICUG Steering Committee

Three winners, one for each category

see also https://www.eicug.org/content/award.html



Nominations 

Total 11 nominations: 

graduate students = 3    post-docs = 3 junior faculty or            = 5 
equivalent lab position     

Surprisingly, number of women nominations = 0 !! 
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Nominations 

Total 11 nominations: 

graduate students = 3    post-docs = 3 junior faculty or            = 5 
equivalent lab position     

Surprisingly, number of women nominations = 0 !! 

Our wish for the future:  - of course, more nominations… 
                                      - (of course)2, more gender balance !

And now, it’s time for announcements:  
the winners are… 

Winners get all costs (travel, lodging,…) fully covered 
plus an award certificate 



graduate students :  winner

Certificate of Recognition
The EICUG Steering Committee

extends its recognition to 

for his outstanding contribution to the advancement of the EIC project and physics case 
in the category “graduate students”

Renee Fatemi, EICUG Past Chair Or Hen, EICUG Chair Elect

Matteo Cerutti

Marco Radici,  EICUG Chair

The EIC Users Group 
Award 2024



post-docs :  winner

Certificate of Recognition
The EICUG Steering Committee

extends its recognition to 

for his outstanding contribution to the advancement of the EIC project and physics case 
in the category “post-docs”

Renee Fatemi, EICUG Past Chair Or Hen, EICUG Chair Elect

Kyle Lee

Marco Radici,  EICUG Chair

The EIC Users Group 
Award 2024



junior faculty or lab equivalent :  winner

Certificate of Recognition
The EICUG Steering Committee

extends its recognition to 

for his outstanding contribution to the advancement of the EIC project and physics case 
in the category “junior faculties or lab-equivalent positions”

Renee Fatemi, EICUG Past Chair Or Hen, EICUG Chair Elect

Zhoudunming Tu

Marco Radici,  EICUG Chair

The EIC Users Group 
Award 2024


